TOP 5 FAMILY TOURS
These tours are perfectly designed for exploring London as a family, with more than enough to keep
everyone engaged and inspired. Discover the treasures spanning both centuries and continents at The
British Museum, or explore the city through your very own personalised treasure hunt.

Harry Potter or Secret Agent Treasure Hunt
There is no better way to explore and discover London than on one of our thrilling bespoke treasure hunts,
designed especially with the age and interests of each child in mind. With codes to crack, riddles to solve, and
maps to navigate, we’re renowned for our clever clues and personalized twists. Paving a route through the
city, with golden envelopes, balloons and gifts, and seeing all the major sites on the way, we can take you on a
magical wizarding adventure or a 007 style code-cracking mission to complete.
Monsters and Mummies: British Museum with Explorer and Archaeologist
The British Museum is home to all wonder of gruesome artefacts and freakish skeletons making it the perfect
place to visit with young inquisitive minds. Our very own explorer and archaeologist will take you on an expedition
through from the revered mummified bodies of Ancient Egypt, to the Rosetta Stone and the magnificent burial
treasure of a Saxon Warrior from the Sutton Hoo ship burial. Your children will come away inspired to levels of
wonder and determined to embark on adventures of their own.
South Bank Jaunt
Start at Tate Modern for a look at some of the world’s most exciting, colourful and iconic images and explore the
spacious gallery as you ask yourselves “Is it art?” Practice your Shakespearean speeches at the famous Globe
Theatre and hop aboard the Golden Hinde for tales of piracy, mutiny and treasure. Take a break for snacks at the
foodies haven of Borough Market before learning about the gruesome realities of Victorian medicine at The Old
Operating Theatre. End the day with a spectacular view of the city from the top of the Shard.
Time for Tea: Scone making experience
Explore this very British tradition by visiting some of the city’s most famous afternoon tea venues and the shops
stocking the most important and finest ingredients. Learn some of secrets behind the etiquette and history of
the tradition so you can take your tea like a true lady or gent, and end by trying your hand at making your very
own cakes and scones, with the guidance of a master baker.
The Bee’s Knees
Learn more about the curious lives of bees and the practice of harvesting their honey on this visit to a London
honey maker in Bermondsey. Get into full beekeeping attire as you prepare to visit the hives on the roof for a
fascinating look at the bee’s home, learn about the different roles of the worker, nurse and honey bees and try
to locate the queen! Finally put your taste buds to the test as you sample some city honey and hear about the
different flavours this delicious nectar can take.
Contact Us
For more information or to book one of our tours please contact us on:
office@artscapesuk.com or visit out website http://artscapesuk.com/
+44 (0) 203 948 1895

